
STEM Explorers  
Little Activities with BIG Impact

What is the Broadway  
Subway Project?

Station Concourse

Station Platform

Station Entrance

6 Station Construction
The station box and all its levels are built first, and 
hold the platforms and tracks for the trains.
Next, major equipment like elevators and escalators 
are installed, to help people move quickly through 
the station.

Let’s get ready!
We can use cardboard to explore the science behind 
elevators in stations!
For this experiment, you will need:
• a cardboard shoebox
• 2 pieces of string
• station printout (p. 3)
• a cardboard strip (length of 

shoebox)

• tape or glue
• scissors
• a knitting needle or 2 

chopsticks taped together

Let’s get started
Cut the lid off of the box and glue the station page in the 
back of the box. Measure 1 inch down from the top of the 
image on either side of the shoebox and make a hole with 
scissors. Push the knitting needle through the two holes 
to form the top of the elevator. Fold the cardboard piece 
into a rectangle and tape the sides together to create 
the elevator car. Poke two holes in the top of the elevator 
car and tie one string inside each hole with a knot. Then, 
tie the strings to the knitting needle. Twist the knitting 
needle to move your elevator car!

What is happening?
 ÎCan you name the three different station levels?
 ÎWhat makes the elevator move?
 ÎTry moving some lighter or heavier objects  
in your elevator. What happens?

Did you know?

There will be six new 

stations built as part of the 

Broadway Subway Project!

https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y
https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y
https://youtu.be/zgs7-22ao8Y


This document follows the modified Scientific Method for Kids: 
Question, Observe, Guess, Experiment, Record, Conclude, and Share

Is this what you 
thought would 
happen?
When you started, you 
had some ideas about 
what might happen.

 ÎWhat surprised you?
 ÎDid anything change 
your thinking?

Write what you learned

Come see our 
progress!
Did you know you can 
watch construction at  
Great Northern Way  
and Thornton Street? 
Take a peek through the 
viewing windows and snap 
a photo with Digby!

Draw what  
you saw
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